
Esko places two-year order for XMReality Remote Guidance after
successful pilot
Esko, a global company active in the packaging sector and headquartered in Gent, Belgium, has ordered XMReality
Remote Guidance for a period of at least two years. The main use case is to guide customers and internal field
technicians in servicing their advanced packaging and printing machines. The order came after a successful pilot
project that evaluated the software, use cases and benefits.

“In the Esko pilot project, the improvements of the service metrics were so good that it was an easy decision for the customer to proceed
to an operational phase with a very obvious Return on Investment. The pilot performed by Esko has been one of the best we have seen
with clear use cases and all key metrics being established and confirmed with high quality and speed.”, says Jörgen Remmelg, CEO at
XMReality.

For more information, please contact:
Jörgen Remmelg, CEO XMReality
Phone: +46 739 822 409
E-mail: jorgen.remmelg@xmreality.se

About XMReality Remote Guidance™
XMReality Remote Guidance is an AR-enabled knowledge sharing tool that lets you communicate with gestures, speech, chat and
pointers with someone at a completely different place. It includes:

A unique hands-overlay technology that lets you guide someone else’s hands—as if you were there.
A web portal to manage teams and users, and to measure usage
Integration through client-side API’s (Application Programming Interfaces)

About XMReality 
XMReality develops and sells solutions that revolutionizes knowledge sharing through Augmented Reality (AR). The company is a market
leader in Remote Guidance, which uses AR to guide onsite staff to enable quick dispositions, resolutions and/or problem prevention. The
product is currently used in more than 60 countries. ABB, Nestlé, Electrolux, AB Inbev, Sidel, Hexagon, Bühler and Minibea Intec are
some of the more than 90 Enterprise customers. With operations in Sweden and US, XMReality is listed on Nasdaq First North (ticker:
XMR). Further information is available under www.xmreality.com 

About Esko
Esko, a Danaher company, connects people, processes and tools to meet the needs of global brands and the people who trust them.
Esko customers bring consumer products to life with accuracy, efficiency and speed. Packaging for 9 out of 10 major brands is produced
by Esko customers today. Headquartered in Gent, Belgium, Esko employs 1800 people worldwide with a unique focus on the packaging
sector. Esko is the undisputed global market leader in digital flexo imaging. A globally deployed service staff of more than 500 help improve
customer processes and guarantee maximal uptime. Further information is available under www.esko.com/


